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UM SENIOR FROM DEER LODGE 
TAKES DIFFERENT APPROACH TO NUCLEAR POWER
by Gary Parks 
UM Information Services
The work load for University of Montana senior John Crist, son of Roger 
and Patricia Crist, Deer Lodge, included a little "extra" this academic year.
Crist, a graduate of Powell County High School, is a Watkins Scholarship winner at 
UM, and as such is completing the 50-100 page research thesis required of the Watkins 
Scholars.
The Watkins Scholarship, originally established by a $353,000 bequest from 
Gordon S. and Anna Davis Watkins in 1971, is presently a part of the University's 
Experimental Honors Program. Now in its second year, the program is designed to offer 
academically talented students the best possible educational experience at the 
University. This academic year 25 UM seniors were awarded Watkins Scholarships worth 
$750 each.
To qualify for the scholarship Crist, a philosophy major, had to be nominated 
by his major department and submit a three-page proposal for a senior research thesis.
Like other Watkins Scholars, Crist was picked on the basis of prior grades, faculty 
recommendations, and his thesis proposal.
The basic theme of Crist's paper, titled "Nuclear Power and the Technological 
Framework of Orientation," is that the wrong approach has been taken in evaluating 
the nuclear power question. It should not be viewed as a economic or safety issue 
but instead should be seen as what he calls a "world" question, a question of how 
people orient themselves to the realities of the world around them.
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Crist says that the pervading approach to reality today includes a very 
liberal use of energy, made possible by advanced technology. This energy use creates 
a need for nuclear power plants, which in turn encourage people to use more energy
and become further entrenched in this "energy intensive lifestyle."
This lifestyle, Crist argues, does not give man diversity and freedom but
instead serves to disorient him from his world. Modern man, dependent on abundant 
energy and technology, becomes separated from his own thinking, physical activity, 
and from the essence of the world around him.
Crist uses food as an example to illustrate his point. Traditionally man 
prepared his food through direct contact with it, and because of this process came to 
"know" his food--how it should be eaten, how it affected his body. Today, however, 
people in general are more disoriented in relation to their food because they "stuff 
it in the microwave and stuff it down in front of the television." The/ become separated 
from the essential characteristics of their food, and no longer "know" it and how it 
affects them.
Technology is not categorically bad, Crist adds, because it has helped to 
liberate man from disease, hunger, and difficult and dangerous work. However, there 
have also been some debilitating effects of technology, and the disorientation caused 
by intensive energy use is one obvious negative effect.
Crist concludes that nuclear power plants should not be built because they 
cause disorientation rather than enrichment in people's lives.
As his paper exemplifies, Crist would like to see philosophers apply themselves 
more often to public issues instead of to the traditional "hair-splitting" arguments 
about fine points within the science itself. "Although philosophers still need a 
historical foundation in the tradition of philosophy, they also have a real obligation 
to take a look at pertinent public issues," he says, adding that in this way our 
society will not lose track of the real human issues involved.
Crist's paper, and the other Watkins research papers, will be kept on file 
in the College of Arts and Sciences offices, where they will be available to any 
interested persons.
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